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Abst ract - -The  aim of this note is to give a Lyapunov-based proof to the intuitive idea that 
an n-link robot manipulator can be globally stabilized if torque input bounds are greater than the 
gravitational forces. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many approaches have been proposed to design controllers for the point-to-point regulation of 
n-link robot systems. Such approaches include inverse dynamics design [1,2], passivity-based 
schemes [3-5], and variable structure control algorithms [6]. A drawback of these methods i that 
they may require large magnitudes for the input torque, which is not taken into account in the 
derivation of the control aws. Violation of input constraints can be avoided by hard limiting, 
but such action can result in sluggish responses. Hached et al. [6] studied the stabilization of 
robot systems ubjected to hard bounds on input torque. That work examines the problem of 
estimating the region of attraction with bounded controller and sliding mode requirement for the 
case of a control aw of a bang-bang type and a hyperplane as the switching surface. Although 
input constraints are met, estimates of region of attraction are conservative, which may result in 
a serious performance sacrifice. Sponget al. [7] addressed the problem of bounded input torques 
as a constrained quadratic programming problem, and obtained an on-line, pointwise optimal, 
feedback control aw (torque optimization scheme); however, global feasibility of the constrained 
nonlinear programming problem cannot be easily stated. 
Intuitively, n-link manipulators with bounded inputs can be globally stabilized if torque input 
bounds are greater than the static gravitational forces. The purpose of this note is to provide a 
Lyapunov-based proof of this result. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
Consider the general equations describing the dynamics of an n-degrees-of-freedom rigid robot 
manipulator 
M(q)4 + C(q, ~)~ + G(q) = r, (2.1) 
where q is the n × 1 vector of generalized coordinates and T is the n × 1 vector of external torques, 
M(q) represents he n x n positive-definite nertia matrix, C(q, q)(t is the n x 1 vector of Coriolis 
and centrifugal torques, and G(q) is the n x 1 vector of gravitational torques. 
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Concerning the position control problem of robots, Takegaki and Arimoto [8] proposed a con- 
troller consisting of a gravitation compensation plus a linear PD state feedback: 
r(~, e) = G(q) - Kdq -- Kpe, (2.2) 
where Kd = Kff > 0, Kp = K~ > 0, and e = q - qd represents he position error, and qd is the 
constant desired position. Global asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system (2.1),(2.2) can 
be proven by using the following Lyapunov function (modified energy function) [4,5]: 
1 T V(~,e) = lc)TM(q)~ -b {e Kpe. (2.3) 
The time-derivative of V(q, e) along the closed-loop dynamics (2.3) is equal to 
~r = _~IT Kd~, (2.4) 
which is only negative-semidefinite. Global asymptotic stability is stated by invoking LaSalle's 
invariance theorem. Suppose now that the input torque is subjected to the bounds rm,i <_ 
ri ~_ rM,i, i ---- 1,... ,~t. Violation of input constraints can be avoided by taking a saturation 
Sat : R n --* R n of the feedback (2.2). For instance. Sat = diag[satt,..., satn], where 
I Tin,i, 
sati[v(0, e)] = T(0, e), 
TM,i, 
if rm,i > r({, e), 
if rm,i < r((1, e) < rM,i, 
if T(O, e) > rM,i. 
(2.5) 
Then the time-derivative of V(~, e) is given by 
e) = O(Sat(r( , e)) - C(q)) + (TTK,,e. (2.6) 
Since Sat(r(q,e)) = r(~, e) in a neighborhood of (qd, 0), such an equilibrium point becomes 
asymptotically stable. However, the expression (2.6) involves nonlinear elations between the 
input bounds and the controller gains. The stability analysis of the robot system (2.1) under the 
saturating feedback (2.5) is quite difficult in general. In particular, it is not an easy task to derive 
conditions on the input bounds rm,~ and VM,~ under which the robot system becomes GAS about 
the desired position qd. Intuitively, gravitational torques G(q) are the main obstruction to obtain 
global stabilization at any desired position qd. That is, if the input torque is able to compensate 
the gravitational torque, it  would only remain to inject some bounded amping to steer the robot 
manipulator to the position qd. In what follows, we make the following hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS H.1. The gravitational torques G(q) in the robot system (2.1) axe bounded. That 
is, there ex/st constants gm,i and gM,i, i = 1, . . . ,  n such that 
gm,i~_G(q)i~_gM,i, i---- 1, . . . ,n,  (2.7) 
where 9mj < gMj. 
REMARK 1. In the case of revolute n-link robot manipulator, G(q) is a symmetric vector function 
of q. That is, -Om,i = 9M,i > O. 
PROPOSITION 1. The input bounds Vm.i <_ gm,i and VM,~ >_ ~M,i, i = 1,... ,n are necessary 
conditions to stabilize the n-link robot manipulator at any des/red position qa. 
PROOF. Just take a desired position qd at which G(qd) is a vector whose entries are any combi- 
nation of the upper and lower bounds gm,i and gM#, 1,... ,n (for instance, G(qd) = (9M,1,... ,  
gM,.)) m 
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THEOREM 1. Consider the robot system (2.1) satisfying Hypothesis H.1. Suppose that rm,i = 
gm,i -- ~ a.lld TM, i = gM,i -}- ~, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, [or al ly  ~ > O. Then the robot system (2.1) is globally 
asymptotically stabilizable at any position qd by smooth state feedback, i.e., there exists a smooth 
state feedback r(q, e), which renders the closed-loop system globally asymptotically stable and 
satisfies rm,i <_ r(q, e) < TM, i. 
PROOF. The proof of the result will be carried out by constructing a smooth state feedback T(q, e) 
satisfying the assumption of the theorem. This objective is attained by using passivity-based 
methodologies ( ee, for instance, [3,9] and references therein). 
STEP 1. To compensate for the gravitational torques, let z(q, e) = G(q) + v, where v E R n is a 
new input. In this way, the robot system (2.1) becomes 
M(q)~ + C(q, 4)4 = v, (2.s) 
which is a system with zero potential. 
STEP 2. To reshape the potential energy by means of the potential function 
U(q) = 13p Z ln(cosh(~pe~)) 
i C~p 
where ei = q~ -qdi, i = 1,.. .  ,n, ap > 0. U(q) is positive for all e ¢ 0, smooth, globally Lipschitz 
(with/~p as its Lipschitz constant), and has the origin as its (unique) global minimum. In this 
way 
v = -[VU(q)] T q- v d. (2.9) 
Notice that VU(q)i =/3p tanh(apei), i = 1, . . . ,  n. The total energy of the robot system is 
V1(4, e) = 14TM(q)O + U(q). (2.10) 
The system (2.8),(2.9) defines a passive (lossless) operator from the input V d to the velocity q, 
with storage function V1(4, e) [10]. In fact, 
f/l(O,e) = ~T vd. (2.11) 
STEP 3. ~rl(q, e) can be made negative-semidefinite by choosing Vd as a second-fourth sectors 
function of 4 (damping injection). In particular, a candidate of such Vd(4) is given by 
Vd(q) = --rid tanh(ad4) := (vd(41) . . . .  , Vd(4h)) "r , (2.12) 
where Vd((h) = --j3d tanh(adOi), and ad is a positive number. 
STEP 4. ~rl(q,e ) is negative-semidefinite. Global asymptotic stability can be established by 
invoking LaSalle's invariance theorem [3,5,7]. To this end, we have to verify that the largest 
invariant set in 
{(4,e) : v1(4, e )= 0} - ((4, e): q = 0} 
is the equilibrium state (4, e) = 0. In fact, 4 = 0 implies that q = constant and e = constant. 
Additionally, the last equality implies that ~ = 0. Then, f~p tanh(apei) = 0, i = 1 . . . .  , n, which 
have the unique solution e = 0. 
STEP 5. It only remains to show that T(q, e) is globally bounded. Since -1  < tanh(aw) < +1, 
for all w E R, it is an easy task to establish the following bounds: 
gin# - #p - #d <-- r(4,  e)i ~ gM,i + #p + #d, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, (2.13) 
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so that the state feedback 
r(O, e) = G(q) - [VU(q)] T + va(q) (2.14) 
is globally bounded. We conclude the desired result by choosing ~ = ~p + ~d. | 
COROLLARY 1. An n-link manipulator moving in a horizontal plane (no gravitational torques) 
can be globally asymptotically stabilized at any desired position qa by arbitrarily small smooth 
state feedback. 
REMARK 2. The introduction of qd as the unique equilibrium position of (2.8) was obtained 
with a globally Lipschitz potential U(q), as a difference with results in [4,5] where such objective 
was attained with a quadratic potential 1/2eTKpe. Notice that any initial condition (0(0), e(0)) 
can be steered to the desired position qd with bounded amping, independently of the reshaped 
potential. 
REMARK 3. ~p and ad are tuning parameters. Notice that as ap ~ co, the potential U(q) 
becomes nonsmooth at the origin. In fact, lim~p--.oo U(q) = 13p ~-~i abs(ei), and consequently, 
VU(q)i =/3p sign(ei). On the other hand, limaa-~oo Vd(Oi) = 13d sign(qi), which is equivalent to 
inject a Coulombic (dry) damping [4] at each link to stabilize the robot system. 
As a consequence of the above observations, in principle, one can stabilize an n-link manipulator 
with the only knowledge of the position and the sign of the velocity. In the case of robot 
systems with no gravitational effects, steering to a desired position can be attained with the only 
knowledge of the signs of the position error and the velocity. However, noncontinuous control 
laws can lead to undesirable behavior such as chattering [6]. 
When velocity is not available for measurements, an alternative isto use an estimator of velocity 
based on position measurements. In such case, the controller can be written as 
r(5:, e) -- a(q) - [VU(q)] T + Vd(:C), (2.15a) 
5: : f(x, q), (2.15b) 
where 5: is an estimate of q, and the equality (2.15b) describes a procedure to estimate 5:. The 
procedure (2.15b) can be, for instance, a finite-differences-based estimator [5]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that sign(5:(t)) -- sign(0(t )), for all t > O. Then the controller (2.15) 
globally asymptotically stabilizes the robot system (2.1) at the equilibrium point (0, e) = O. 
PROOF. At each time t > 0, the procedure (2.15b) provides an estimate 5: of q, which satisfies 
5: = A0, A > 0. Then, from (2.11), we obtain 
~r2(q , e) ----- qTvd(5:) : --~d0 T tanh(ads:) = --~d0 T tanh(adA(t)0 . 
Since adA(t) > 0, for all t > 0, we have that 1?2(0, e) _ 0. Again, by invoking LaSalle's invariance 
theorem, the proof can be completed. | 
An implementation of the controller (2.15) requires the knowledge of the gravitational 
torques G(q), which is a function of the actual position. It is a well-known result that under 
a sufficiently strong proportional compensation, global asymptotic stabilization can be attained 
with nonconstrained input if G(q) is replaced by G(qd) [1,3-5]. An analogous result holds for the 
case of bounded inputs. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let the controller be defined by 
r(O, e) = G(qa) + vv(e ) + Vd(O), (2.16) 
with Vd(O) as defined in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 1, and vp(e) defined as follows: 
{ Vm,i, if Vm,~ > Kp,iei, 
vp(e)i = -sat(Ka,iel) = Kp,iei, ifvm# < Kn,iei < VM,i, (2.17) 
VM#, if Kp,iei > VM,i, 
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for i = 1 , . . . ,  n.  The  parameters Kp,i are chosen in such a way that  Kp,,  > GM,  where -~q H < 
GM [4]. I [vm, i  + G(qd)i < {~rn,i and VM,~ + G(qd)i > gM,~, i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  then the equi/ibrium 
I I  
point ((1, e) = 0 is g lobal ly  asymptot ica l ly  stable. 
PROOF. Consider the function 
H(q ,  qd) = P(q)  - qTG(qd) + 7~(e), (2.18) 
where P(q)  represents the potential energy of the robot, which is related to the gravitational 
torque as G(q)  = ~qq.  :P(e) is the reshaped potential, which satisfies Vp(e) = - ~ .  The 
extrema of H(q ,  qd) are given as the solutions to the equations 
G(q) i  - 9(qd)i = vp(e)i  = --sat(Kd,ie~), i = 1 , . . . ,  n. (2.19) 
The right-hand side of the above equations is a piecewise linear function. 
Since Sat(0) = O, e = q - qa = 0 is a solution of (2.19), and hence, is an extremum of H(q ,  qa). 
Besides, the (convexity) conditions Kp,~ > GM,  i = 1,. . .  ,n, imply that e = 0 is the unique 
solution to the equations [4] 
G(q)~ - G(qd)~ = vp(e) i  = --Kd,~ei, i = 1 , . . . ,  n. (2.20) 
Therefore, if system (2.19) has another solution, q ¢ qd, q must be found when at least one 
saturating function Sat( ) achieves its bounds. Suppose that ~ = q - qd ~ 0 is a solu- 
tion to the system (2.19). The above argument implies that either G(~)i - G(qd),  = vm,i or 
G(~) i  - G(qd)~ = VM,i, for some i. The first equality leads to the conclusion that ~m,i - G(qd)~ <_ 
vm,i, and the second equality leads to the inequality VM,~ <_ gM,~ --G(qd)~. The above inequalities 
are a contradiction to the hypothesis vm,~ + G(qd)i < i~m,i and VM, i -[-G(qd) i ~> ~M,i, i = 1, . . . ,  n 
of this proposition. Therefore, e = q - qd = 0 is the unique extremum of H(q,  qd). The conditions 
gd, i  > G M, i = 1, . . . ,  n, imply that e = q - qd = 0 is a minimum. In fact, the Hessian of H ( q, qd ) 
at q = qd is ~ , which, by virtue of the conditions K~,i > GM,  i = 1 , . . .  ,n ,  is 
positive-definite. Hence, H(q ,  qd) is positive and has a global minimum at e = q - qd = O. Con- 
sider the following Lyapunov function candidate V3(il, e) = 1/2 i l r  M(q)(1 + H(q ,  qd) -- H(qd,  qd), 
which is positive-definite with respect o (q, e). The time derivative along the closed-loop dy- 
namics equals Ira(O, e) = --O'rvd(gl) <_ O. As before, LaSalle's invariance theorem can be applied 
to complete the proof. That  concludes the desired result. | 
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